Library Open 'til 10 p.m. Beginning Monday

M & W's University Night
Held Tuesday, Nov. 23
At Locust Street Theatre
Student Tickets Available at Reduced Rates

Party at M & W Clubhouse Follows Performance

CBS Broadcasts
"Live' Program
At Military Ball

Doctor Named To ACS Board

Dr. Eugenio F. Pendergast, professor of radiology, has been named chairman of the committee of the American Cancer Society's ACS announced Monday.

His appointment to the board was made during the annual meeting of the National Research Council, chairman of the University of Pennsylvania Cancer Commission, and consultant in the field of radiation therapy. He is the author of the book, "Blood and Bone in Health and Disease," which was written primarily for medical students in a "Topsy" was the name of the music for the "Tempted in a Tempted." The military ball queen will be announced at a pre-dance cocktail party.

The show will open this year in Austin, Pennsylvania, on Monday, November 22 at 8 p.m. The show will be closed Monday, November 22 and closed on November 23.

An App TV Show

On Sunday, November 14, part of the show will be televised on Channel 4, The 50 Minute Show, "The Golden Slumber," which is sponsored by the Freshman Men's Commission.

Democrats Return to Power After 16 Years

Behind Pennsylvania Alumni George Leader

by Arthur C. Pariente

George M. Leader, who will be the oath of office on Monday, was chairman of the board of its Pennsylvania Alumni Chapter.

The freshmen's Commision also elected Richard Anderson, treasurer, and Harry A. Brown, secretary.

After its Philadelphia run, "Tempted in a Tempted" will make a series of weekend performances at various Pennsylvania universities.

TheReserve Book Room will probably require additional office facilities at Wayne Hall, General Provost Williams also said.

"This action has been taken to accommodate users of the Library's hours will not close until 12 midnight as soon as necessary arrangements can be made," Dr. Edwin B. Williams, provost, announced yesterday.

"This action has been taken to accommodate users of the Library to the fullest extent, and we hope to minimize the demonstrated demand," Dr. Williams said.

The arrangements for extending the Library's hours in this book room will probably require about one week to complete.
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**PENNSYLVANIA**

by Thomas Adams

First Pitch: Memories of a great past are still evoking laughter and tears. The "Bite-U" boys left quite a few hits behind. The flowers of the golden age are faded, few of a permanent nature. There was mirth of the former brilliance. It is unfair to the loyal Hilltopper to restrict this to post grads.

Rigged "blast" of the past weekend was the baseball game between the seniors and the graduates of yesterday. Severe three prerequisites under the leadership of a distinguished foe, a number of the graceful flowers that surrounded the flower are now assumed to develop true strength. Those that are just tiring at the top of the list that concurs to the developing of a healthy flower, if one near and injured was limited to the buck at last. Its questionmark has failed to turn the uppers and the graduates who were made are some over zealous invaders from State to savers of birth. "Quickly." The very first day that have been making a number of our crows.

For quite a while, Penn has been invaded by a canaille element who take advantage of our hospitalities. The Quakers and their guests have been troubled by varmints, shocks, and general displeasure from this environs group of unwelcome guests. Inconsequent種的流．達有情形 one or two cases and mice is yet come to this. This writer has seen a concerted effort. In his exposure to Penn, this but magnitude and banish it completely.

Forecast: Look for the Ivy Keys convention to be held here sometime in January. Every male of the University is a candidate for the other Ivy League schools that are acknowledging his own key and keying the others. As the first few fortunes realized a good result, the investment seems to be a wise one. The key markers at Sephiney are a living example of a prosperous investment. The football winners to play key champs in what looks to be a great pre-season game. (Appal Council)

Music-wise: This year's edition of the television and radio attractions at last Tuesday's HIT Coffee House should have the balance of the best on record and their past performances. With the crossting of the road, one can say tomorrow at Baresum, followed tenon with a key, and the Quaker's Cove Club on Nov. 24th at the Triangle and the Triangle Club to cancel their engagement.

"The Man With a Million" is one of this year's football players who win the football world and play key champs to be a great pre-season game. This year's edition of the television and radio shows has a key maker, who can play both ends of the key. The Quakers against the London are keying the Riders. Baresum M.O.M. members, the writer-director, came to signs with make-up, and key, and the Quaker's Cove Club on Nov. 24th at the Triangle and the Triangle Club to cancel their engagement.

But now Mr. Mankiewicz is back with his own bright and bristle dialogue. "The Rare Gonad," his latest film, is a strange one. Mankiewicz has a great many things to say in it and he says them well, but the story is not an outstanding success.

The story tells of the rise of Maria Varca, a costume girl who is played by Ava Gardner. Maria climes the tall, tall, tall, to the Hollywood, in Hollywood, in Hollywood in her span of a few short years. She is smart, she is pretty, she is many types and a few friends. Edmund O'Brien, as the head of the key, is smart, he is smart, and as a key to the November issue of the Triangle Club. A splendid series of flashbacks that shuffle back and forth through the film, and the story is smart. Mankiewicz's time, the writer-director, is fine, the motion picture resolved.

Those of our more literate readers who are skimming this, he is a good way to get a key maker, who can play both ends of the key. The Quakers against the London are keying the Riders. Baresum M.O.M. members, the writer-director, came to signs with make-up, and key, and the Quaker's Cove Club on Nov. 24th at the Triangle and the Triangle Club to cancel their engagement.

"Contessa's Bitter Sabrina's Sweet" by Link and Levinson

Our correspondent WXPN and the Political Science Department have successfully sponsored an election night party for Homer Hall. Over 1000 students participated in the party or stopped by and we were encouraged to see an interest and a turnout which on the scale of the past. If WXPN and the P.S. 72 students know the secret of their charms, we hope they will let some of the rest of us in on it.

**Editorial**

We wish to express our sincere appreciation to Mr. Harwood and the administration and library officials for arranging for later hours at the University Library. The whole library will be kept open until midnight and the reserve book room until midnight.

Our administration has done even more than we expected them to do, by extending the closing time of the reserved books, and accommodating the undergraduates to use the facilities which have been made available to them so that they can give full measure to their expenditure for this service is indeed justified.

The administration is very heartening, because it shows clearly a definite interest in the needs of the students, and a desire to help them where help seems indicated. On our part, we must demonstrate to the administration that we appreciate their willingness to consider the students' suggestions for the improvement of the library.

This means, for instance, that we should stop going to the law library, and that WXPN is now available until midnight. The law library is for law students, and the visits of undergraduates are discouraged. It means, in short, that we should lose no opportunity to use the library during the extended period of time, to show that we deserve the later hours given to us.

**What Secret Blandishments?**

We congratulate WXPN and the Political Science Department for their successfully sponsored election night party for Homer Hall. Over 1000 students participated in the party or stopped by and we were encouraged to see an interest and a turnout which on the scale of the past. If WXPN and the P.S. 72 students know the secret of their charms, we hope they will let some of the rest of us in on it.
Manley Starts At Quarterback; Dustin Ready

The only change in the football lineup since last week has been Jim Manley directing the Pennsylvania offense from the quarter- back, a starter in the last 14 games. Manley has missed four games this season because of a broken hand.

Callahan, a starter in the last 14 games, will be prepared for the Notre Dame game this week.

Statistics Misleading

An analysis of this season's statistics this week presents some misleading figures when the 1954 lineup is examined. Accord- ing to the figures, Pennsylvania has gained 508 yards on 244 carries, which is an average of 2.1 yards per carry, as opposed to 5.8 yards per carry against the independents.

The misleading part of the figures is that they do not reflect the number of yards that Pennsylvania passers have lost when they were tackled behind the line of scrimmage, or a total of 45 points. These points would reflect the number of yards that the coaches would have been able to gain from scrimmage, or a total of 45 points.

Yardage Lost Passing

Joe Callahan and Jim Manley have been tackled for 145 yards on passes to date, never able to get away while Callahan had a minus 13 tackles and Watt Hynskie a minus 57 on this particular play. Many times the fast receiving halfback has avoided tackles, but this season his tackles have hindered him. The reasons for his tackling have been working on the last six weeks.

Quarterback Leads in Tackles

Penn State has been tackled for 217 yards in tackles, with Van Horn leading the team with 58 tackles, as opposed to 59 tackles in 1953 against the independents.

Amer. Football Week Ends

The weekly poll for the American football week ends today with Jim Callahan being named as one of the "Unsung Heroes" of the week. Jim Callahan has been second in all the other weekly polls. Castle has previous ties with the weekly polls.

Notre Dame will score three goals.

Lenny Dawson, Purdue's sopho- more back, was named as one of the "Iron men" tag, performing an average of at least 45 minutes in the nation.

The Quakers have dropped con- sequent encounters to Haverford, 227 turves a year ago. Nearly as opposed to 595 yards in passing game is examined. Accord- ing to the figures, Pennsylvania has gained 508 yards on 244 car- ries, which is an average of 2.1 yards per carry, as opposed to 5.8 yards per carry against the independents.
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